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(57) Abstract: Systems and methods are provided for seamless assembly of video/audio segments. To achieve such seamless as
sembly during streaming/online progressive download of media, a second segment is downloaded to a client during the presentation
of a first segment. The first segment is then attached to the beginning of the second segment, where no jitter or gap results with the
transition point either in the video or audio portion of the segments. Hence, the merged segments are presented as a seamless as
sembly of video/audio segments, where the user is "unaware" that the merged segments are the result of two separate or different
segments. To effectuate such gapless assembly of segments, a gapless media file is created for encoding the video and audio seg
ments using a gapless audio encoding scheme, such as Ogg Vorbis, where synchronized, gapless audio tags are interleaved in the
video segments.



SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SEAMLESS MULTIMEDIA ASSEMBLY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[00 The present invention generally relates to seamlessly assembling multimedia

content such as audio and video during online progressive downloads of the multimedia

content including interactive video.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Artists such as singers, film producers, or videographers may record and make

available more than one version of a particular composition, or multiple variations of a part

of a composition. Such versions may include for example an acoustic version of a song, an

electric or synthesized version of the same song, a hip-hop version, a classical version, etc.

Similarly, various artists may record and make available their own cover versions of the

same song.

[0003] It would be advantageous to allow, e.g., other artists, to create a composition that

may include certain variations of parts of the original composition, or of parts of variations of

similar or different compositions so that versions of the same composition may be recorded

and made available for users or consumers to select from, depending on their taste, mood or

other preference.

[0004] Additionally, conventional systems and methods of assembling multimedia

content, such as video, include seamless offline assembly and internet video streaming.

Seamless offline assembly of video/audio syncs on a local computer may be performed with

video editing software (e.g., Adobe® Premiere®, Avid Media Composer®, etc.). Such

software is applied to video/audio syncs that are already downloaded to or resident on, e.g., a

computer upon which the software is also executed upon. By rendering several pieces of one

or more videos on a linear timeline, the different pieces can be assembled as desired.

However, this type of assembly cannot be performed in real-time. In the case of Internet

video streaming, a streaming video player has the ability to play videos one after the other,

for example, pre-rolls and post rolls. However, such sequential presentation of multiple

videos is not achieved in a seamless manner because the transitions between one or more

segments of the videos are always apparent as a loading-buffer, hiccup, or a delay in the

video, the audio, or both. Hence, conventional systems and methods do not provide a way to

seamlessly connect videos in real-time, especially when utilizing multimedia platforms like



Adobe® Flash® which utilizes high-quality audio encoding which cannot be seamlessly

stitched together.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] One embodiment of the invention relates to a system for seamless media assembly

that includes an encoder. The encoder is configured to create first and second gapless media

files by interleaving first and second pluralities of gapless audio tags representative of first

and second audio streams, with first and second video segments, respectively. Additionally,

the system includes a decoder configured to synchronize the first and second audio streams

with the first and second video segments, respectively upon receipt of the first and second

gapless media files from the encoder. Furthermore, the decoder assembles the first and

second gapless media files as a seamlessly continuous media stream for playback.

[0006] Another embodiment of the invention relates to a computer-implemented encoding

method, where first and second audio streams are analyzed at an encoding device to

determine proper division points resulting in first and second pluralities of gapless audio

tags. Additionally, the computer-implemented encoding method comprises creating, with the

encoding device, first and second gapless media files for seamless assembly by interleaving

the first and second pluralities of gapless audio tags representative of the first and second

audio streams, with first and second video segments, respectively.

[0007] Yet another embodiment of the invention relates to a computer-implemented

decoding method, wherein upon receipt of the first and second gapless media files at a

decoding device, first and second audio streams are synchronized with first and second video

segments, respectively. The first and second gapless media files include first and second

pluralities of gapless audio tags representative of the first and second audio streams.

Additionally, the first and second gapless media files are assembled as a seamlessly

continuous media stream for playback.

[0008] It should be understood that the detailed description and specific examples, while

indicating preferred embodiments of the present invention, are given by way of illustration

and not limitation. Many modifications and changes within the scope of the present invention

may be made without departing from the spirit thereof, and the invention includes all such

modifications.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The subject matter regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and



distinctly claimed in the concluding portion of the specification. The invention, however,

both as to organization and method of operation, together with features and advantages

thereof, may best be understood by reference to the following detailed description when read

with the accompanied drawings in which:

[0010] Fig. 1 is a conceptual illustration of a system in accordance with an embodiment

the invention;

[0011] Fig. 2 is a conceptual illustration of segments of various versions of a composition

and possible combinations of such segments into a created version of the composition in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

[0012] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention;

[0013] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention;

[0014] Fig. 5 is a flow diagram of multiple variations of segments of a composition, and

possible connections between the variations, in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention;

[0015] Fig. 6 is a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention;

[0016] Fig. 7 is a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention;

[0017] Fig. 8 is a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention; and

[0018] Fig. 9 is a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.

[0019] Fig. 10 is an exemplary representation of FLV file alteration utilizing an encoder in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

[0020] Fig. 11 is an exemplary representation of a player that may be used to present

multimedia content by rendering a gapless FOV file in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention;

[0021] Fig. 12 is an exemplary file structure of FLV files representative of video segments;

[0022] Fig. 13 is an exemplary file structure of an FOV file representative of a video

segment created by an encoder in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;



[0023] Fig. 14 is an exemplary representation of a video stream and audio stream

synchronization via a decoder in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

[0024] Fig. 15 is an exemplary flow diagram illustrating the playback of sequential video

segments in accordance with an embodiment of the invention; and

[0025] Fig. 16 is an exemplary flow diagram illustrating the playback of sequential video

segments during an interactive video session in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0026] In the following description, various embodiments of the invention will be

described. For purposes of explanation, specific examples are set forth in order to provide a

thorough understanding of at least one embodiment of the invention. However, it will also be

apparent to one skilled in the art that other embodiments of the invention are not limited to

the examples described herein. Furthermore, well-known features may be omitted or

simplified in order not to obscure embodiments of the invention described herein.

[0027] Unless specifically stated otherwise, as apparent from the following discussions, it

is appreciated that throughout the specification, discussions utilizing terms such as "adding,"

"associating," "selecting," "evaluating," "processing," "computing," "calculating,"

"determining," "designating," "allocating," or the like, refer to the actions and/or processes of

a computer, computer processor or computing system, or similar electronic computing device,

that manipulate, execute and/or transform data represented as physical, such as electronic,

quantities within the computing system's registers and/or memories into other data similarly

represented as physical quantities within the computing system's memories, registers or other

such information storage, transmission or display devices.

[0028] The processes and functions presented herein are not inherently related to any

particular computer, network or other apparatus. Embodiments of the invention described

herein are not described with reference to any particular programming language, machine

code, etc. It will be appreciated that a variety of programming languages, network systems,

protocols or hardware configurations may be used to implement the teachings of the

embodiments of the invention as described herein. An embodiment of the invention may be

practiced through the execution of instructions that may be stored on an article such as a

disc, memory device or other mass data storage article. Such instructions may be for example

loaded into one or more processors and executed.



[0029] As utilized herein, the terms "composition" or "work", may, in addition to their

regular definition, refer to a song, musical opus, video presentation, audio recording, film,

movie, advertisement or other collection of audio and or audio plus visual signals that are

assembled into a work that has identifiable components. For example, a composition may

refer to a song having stanzas and verses, or bars and phrases, where in general, stanzas are

linked to or follow verses, and verses are linked to or follow stanzas. The terms "mode" or

"version" of a composition may, in addition to its regular definition, refer to a style or

identifiable characteristic of a particular recording of a given composition, or a recording

made or sung by a particular artist. For example, a given song, video, speech or film may be

recorded in an acoustic version, an electric version, a hip-hop version, a jazz version or other

versions. The same song or video may be recorded by various artists or combination of

artists in their own respective versions. In some embodiments, each of such versions may

include all of the components of the particular composition, such as all or most of the

stanzas, verses, notes or scenes of the composition.

[0030] As utilized herein, a "segment" may in addition to its regular meaning, refer to a

predefined portion of a work or composition, or an interval of either a defined or undefined

period during a work or composition that may be set off with a start time at a certain point

during the composition, and/or an end time during the composition, at which point another

segment of the composition may begin or at which point a non-segmented portion of the

composition may resume. In some embodiments, a segment may refer to a space or blank

during a song or composition into which space or blank a variation may be inserted.

[0031] As utilized herein, a "progression of a recording" may refer to a scale or measure of

the progress of a recording relative to its complete play. For example, a progression may

refer to an elapsed time or period of a recording, as such time or period may be initiated from

a beginning or end of a recording. In some embodiments, a progression may refer to a point

in a series of musical notes, lyrics, images or other known events or markers in each of two

or more recordings of the composition. For example, if the notes or lyrics or a musical or

audio composition are known, a progression of the recording may include a tracking of the

notes played or heard in one or more versions of the recording. A progression may be

consistent between two or more versions of a recording such that a point in a progression of a

first version may be tracked and associated with a corresponding point on a second version.

[0032] As utilized herein, the term "variation" may, in addition to its regular meaning, mean



a portion of a song, movie, clip, or advertisement that may be inserted into or combined with

one or more other portions of a song, movie or clip at a predefined point in the song, movie

or clip. A variation may include lyrics, music, images or music that are different from the

original song, movie or clip into which the variation is being added, and that are different

from the other variations. A variation may be differentiated from a version in that while a

version will generally be or include the same work that is being sung or played in a different

way, a variation may be or include a different lyric, song or beat but that may be related to the

original song or to the other segments to which the variation may be added by the fact that it

is musically similar or creates a musically, lyrically or visually desired effect when it is

combined with the other segments to which it is added. Display or output device 106 may

also include a cellular phone or device and/or a touch screen.

[0033] Reference is made to Fig. 1, a conceptual illustration of a system in accordance with

an embodiment of the invention. In some embodiments, system 100 may include, for

example, a memory 102 such as a magnetic storage device, flash memory, RAM or other

electronic storage device suitable for mass storage of data such as digital or analog audio or

video data. In some embodiments, one or more segments of memory 102 may be divided or

structured into a data base or other structured format that may associate one or more data

entries in memory 102 with one or more other data entries in memory 102. In some

embodiments, structured data may be stored or accessible by reference to for example, a mark

up language such as for example, XML or other mark up languages. System 100 may also

include a processor 104 such as a processor suitable for digital signal processing, encoding

and decoding of large data streams and for large-scale data manipulations such as image

processing. Processor 104 may include more than one processor such as for example a CPU

and a video processor that may operate for example in parallel or in other configurations.

System 100 may also include a display or output device 106, such as speakers or a video

display, and an input device 108 such as a key-board, mouse, touch screen or other input

device 108.

[0034] In operation, memory 102 may be loaded with or store two or more versions of a

composition such as a song or video. For example, the system 100 may be connected to a

data network such as the Internet, where the two or more versions of the composition are

downloaded by a user from a content server/provider to the system 100 and stored.

Alternatively and in accordance with some embodiments of the invention, a user may receive



the composition on the system 100 as, e.g., streaming content. Each of the recorded and

stored versions may be marked or divided into segments, where each such segment

represents or is associated with a known portion of the composition. The beginning or ending

markings of such segments may not be visible or audible, but may designate or set-off the

start and/or end of the segment.

[0035] A user may be presented with a selection of versions of the composition, and may

choose a first version that is to be played. At some point in the progression of the first chosen

version, the user may select a segment of second version of the recording that is to be inserted

as part of a new version of the recording that the user is creating. Processor 104 may identify

the segment most closely fitting the user's selection, and may copy or insert the selected

segment of the second version into the version of the composition that the user is creating.

This process may be repeated until all of the segments of the recording are included in the

user's new version.

[0036] The user may in this way, select a first stanza or segment of, for example, a song in

an acoustic mode, a second stanza from an electric mode and a cadence from a jazz mode. In

some embodiments the segments may be combined seamlessly so that beat, rhythm, pitch

and other musical characteristics are retained in the movement from a segment in one mode to

a segment in another mode and so that a complete, uninterrupted and seamless version of the

new version is created that includes a segment from the acoustic version, a segment from the

electric version and a cadence from the jazz version.

[0037] In some embodiments, segments may divide all or some of the recorded versions of

a composition, such that a first segment of each of the rock, acoustic and jazz versions of a

composition may include only a first stanza or other pre-defined portion of the composition

in each of the versions. The second segment in each of the same rock, acoustic and jazz

versions may include only the second stanza of the composition. Subsequent segments may

include for example subsequent stanzas or verses, instrumental portions, cadences or other

portions of the composition. Parallel segments in each of the versions may thereby define

particular portions of the composition. For example, a fifth segment in each of the rock and

acoustic versions may point to and include, e.g., the twelfth through fifteen line of the song

or video that is the subject of both of the recorded versions. In some embodiments, the

segment markers or set off points may be loaded into, for example, a mark-up data language

such as an XML format, and the segments of many recorded versions may be associated to



each other.

[0038] In some embodiments, a play speed of one or more versions of a recording may be

altered so that the total duration of the various versions of the composition from which

segments may be chosen, may be relatively or approximately uniform. Such alterations of

play speed may be performed with tools such as ableton live™, Cubase™ or other suitable

audio recording tools.

[0039] Each of the respective first, second, third, and nth markers, break points or segment

set-off points of all of the recorded versions of a particular recording will therefore uniformly

point to the identical portions of the recorded work. Such uniform definition of the segments

may allow the segments, when combined, to create a musically seamless or continuously

flowing work without the need for a user to make further adjustments to links between the

segments. For example, a user may select a first segment from a first version, a second

through fourth segment from a second version and a final segment from the first version, and

such segments may be combined by the processor 104 to create a seamlessly flowing version

of the recording.

[0040] In some embodiments, a version may contain many or even hundreds of defined

segments so that a processor 104 may locate a segment point that is close to any point in the

recording even if the user did not issue a signal to switch segments at the precise timing or

location of a segmentation point.

[0041] In some embodiments, a system may store the various segments (or pointers to such

segments) that were selected by a user from two or more versions, and may replay the

segments as a new version created by a user. In this way, users may create new versions of a

known recording by assembling pieces of various versions of the recording.

[0042] Reference is made to FIG. 2, a conceptual illustration of a display of versions and

segments of versions of a composition in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

A display may present a representation of a first version 202 and a second version 204 of a

recording by way of for example a graphic user interface 205, and may indicate graphically,

the mode of each of the displayed versions 202 and 204, and the location (byway of for

example a graphic arrow or marker 2 11) in a progression of the recording of the various

segments 206, 208 and 210 that are defined in the versions. For example, a particular version

may be labeled with a name, icon 213 or avatar that may represent the version or the artist

who performed the version.



[0043] A recording may begin to play by way of a video and/or audio output, and the

display may indicate to a user the progress of the playing of the version of the recording on a

display. In advance of reaching for example an end of a defined segment 208, the display

may indicate an upcoming decision point wherein the user may decide which, if any, of the

possible choices of segments 208 from other versions 204 may be inserted into the version

that he is creating. In some embodiments, a display of a countdown may be added to indicate

to the user the point on the recording by which he must make his selection during the course

of the play of the then current version. In advance of the decision point, a display of the

possible alternative segments 208 from versions 204 and 214 that may be selected may be

provided to the user, and such display may hover and then disappear when the decision point

passes or a selection of a new segment 208 has been made.

[0044] In some embodiments, if no selection of an alternative segment is made by a user,

the default action may be set to continue playing the version that is then progressing. Other

defaults may be used such as for example randomly altering versions at one or more segment

breaks. If a selection of a segment from another version 214 is made, the graphic display may

indicate the new version then being played, and may for example highlight or otherwise show

the path of the various segments that have been selected for inclusion in the new version and

the current version being played.

[0045] In some embodiments, the path or segments from versions that have been selected

may be displayed for the user, and stored to show and retain the new version created by the

user. The segments may be joined to create an original version of the recording consisting of

various segments of assorted versions of the composition.

[0046] In some embodiments, a user may download, e.g., via some data network, or

otherwise import into a client or other application the versions from which selections of

segments may be made. In some embodiments, no such downloading may be required, and

instead a reference, such as an HTML site, to segments of various versions that are stored

remotely, may be presented to the user, and the user may store his newly created version by

storing such references to the remotely stored versions. In some embodiments, the

application may detect the bandwidth that is available on the user's computer as well as the

speed of the recording, and may store or download the appropriate amount of data to

facilitate smooth playback. In some embodiments, the user's created version 212 may also be

stored remotely and made available to other users who may for example download version



212 to a computer or other device, use segments of such user's version 212 to create then-

own new versions, or other uses.

[0047] The client or application may include control functions such as for example play,

pause, rewind, volume and other common controls for audio and video recording or playing.

[0048] Reference is made to Fig. 3, a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. In block 300 a user may be presented with a start screen where

for example the user may select the recording and two more versions of the recording that

may be available. In some embodiments, various characteristics, data and descriptions of the

recording and the version may be loaded into the application and may be displayed. In block

302, the player may be pre-loaded with at least some of, or portions of, the initial segments of

the various versions of the recording, as were selected by the user. In block 304 the user may

select the version for the first segment from which the recording is to begin, and the first

segment of such version may become the first segment in the user's new version. In block

306, the selected segment may be played for the user, and portions of the upcoming segments

that may be selected by a user at the next decision point may be pre-loaded or buffered into

the application. In block 308, if the segment then being played is not the last segment of the

recording, one or more versions of the subsequent segment or segments may be presented to

the user for his selection. In block 310, the process of presenting and selecting segments of a

recording may continue until the last segment of the recording is reached. In block 312, an

ending screen may be presented to a user where the summary of the selected and assembled

segments are displayed or played, and the user may be prompted to save, share, upload or

otherwise use the newly created version.

[0049] Reference is made to Fig. 4, a flow diagram of a method in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. In block 400, there is presented an indication of versions of a

composition, where each such version includes segmentation marks at each of a number of

predefined points. In block 402, a segment from a first version is joined at one of the pre¬

defined points to a segment from a second version. In another block (not shown) following

block 402 there is stored or recorded an indication of the joined segments from each of the

versions and an indication of the segmentation point at which such segments were joined.

[0050] In some embodiments, a signal may be issued in advance of the end of segment, to

alert the user that the current segment will soon be completed and that he will have an

opportunity to change or alter the flow of his newly created version by substituting a



segment from a different version that the one he is now using. If the user does not input a

signal for such substitution, then the display may default to continue showing or playing the

version then being played or may choose a random version to add to the segments that were

already assembled.

[0051] In some embodiments, there may be presented to a user an indication of which

segments from among the various versions are suitable for being assembled onto the version

then being played. For example, at a particular point in a song, a piano instrumental may be

heard, and a display may show that another version of the song includes a guitar instrumental

that can break up the piano instrumental and that can be inserted after the piano instrumental.

The display may also indicate than at an a cappella version of the song may not be suitable or

appropriate for insertion at such point.

[0052] In some embodiments, a display may be presented that shows the origin or the

various segments that have been assembled into the newly created version. For example, a

graphic or icon of a guitar may be overlaid onto a first segment of the user's newly created

version to show that that the source of the segment is an electric guitar version or a hip-hop

mode or other version of the recording. The icon or graphic of the segment as incorporated

into the newly created version may be similar to or identical with the icon or graphic of the

version that was the origin of the segment. An avatar of a particular singer may be overlaid

onto a second segment to show that such second segment was taken from a version

performed by the particular singer.

[0053] In some embodiments, a process of assembling the various segments may include

linking an end of the first segment with a start of the second segment while maintaining a

musical flow of the newly created version. For example, the segments may be linked to

maintain a beat, key, tone, pitch or other characteristics of one or more of the original

versions.

[0054] In some embodiments, a processor may accept a signal from a user at various points

in the course of the play or display of a version of the composition, even if such points are

not associated with a defined break point or segmentation point. The processor may then

select the closest or otherwise most suitable break point or segmentation point that can be

used to alter the flow of the play to substitute the then current segment for a segment selected

by the user.

[0055] In some embodiments, a processor may modify a duration of various versions of a



composition so that such durations are approximately the same.

[0056] In some embodiments, one or more artists or composers may record multiple

variations of one or more segments of a song or music video. For example, a segment of a

love song may be recorded in the masculine, as a man singing about a woman, or in the

feminine, as a woman singing about a man, such that in the first variation of a segment, the

song is about "her eyes", and in the second variation of the segment the song is about "his

smile". Another segment may be recorded in a first variation where a man and a woman

break up and never see each other, in a second variation of the segment where the man and

the woman break up but then get back together again, and in a third variation of the segment

where the man and the woman break up and the woman returns to demolish the man's car.

Other variations and permutations of segments may be recorded and presented to a user to

create possible story lines that may be combined to weave different plots, song settings,

genders or other factors in a song or video. A user may select a first segment from among the

first segment variations, and combine that segment with a second segment from among the

second segment variations, and may continue combining segments into a song that carries a

different plot, setting, ending or one or more other factors that are unlike any of the existing

songs that were recorded by the artist. All of the segment variations may be of pre-defined

length or have pre-defined starting and/or ending points at which each of such segment

variations may be joined with one or more other segments.

[0057] In some embodiments, a variation may be inserted at a pre-defined starting point or

break point (n), but may end at one of among several subsequent pre-defined ending points

(n+2, n+3, etc.), rather than at the next break point (n+1). In this way, a long variation may

be added in a spot that would otherwise have been filled with a shorter variation. In some

embodiments, the various segments that may be combined may not share a particular melody,

duration, tempo, musical arrangement or other predefined characteristics, except for a

designation by the system of a pre-defined beginning and/or end to the particular segment,

and that an end to a first segment is to be followed by a beginning of one from among various

second or subsequent segments.

[0058] Reference is made to Fig. 5, a conceptual diagram of numerous possible variations

of a series of segments that may be constructed into a song or music video. For example, in a

first segment 502, a user may be presented with two variations from which he may choose, a

first variation 504 is a stanza about a lonely boy, and a second variation 506 is a stanza about



a lonely girl. If a user selects segment 504 as a first segment in the construction of his song or

video, then the system will limit, define or present to the user that only variations 510

through 516 in segment 2 508 are suitable to follow selected variation 504 of segment 1 502

that can follow. In Fig. 5, the suitability of variations that may follow a selected variation are

shown as solid lines 501. As shown in Fig. 5, variation 518 may not be suitable to follow

variation 504, and a user will therefore not be presented with variation 518 as a possible

variation to follow variation 506. If a user first selects variation 504 as his selection for

segment 1 502, and then selects variation 510 as his choice for segment 2 508, the system

may present variations 522 to 530 to the user for possible selection as segment 3 520. This

process of presentation, selection of possible variations and choice by the user may be

continued until for example a variation has been selected for all of the segments. In some

embodiments, a variation need not be chosen for each segment. For example, if a user

chooses variation 506 for segment 1 502, and then chooses variation 518 as a selection for

segment 2 508, the user may then be presented with variation 566 as a final selection for the

user's song, such that the user will have selected only three segments that are to be

constructed into a song or video. In some embodiments, a variation in a prior segment may

be re-used or presented again as a possible choice in a subsequent segment. For example,

variation 516 may be presented as a possible choice for segment 2 508, and may be

presented again as a possible choice for segment 4, such that a variation may be re-used in

multiple segments in a work. In some embodiments, a use of a variation 516 in segment 4

538 may be associated with different variations in segment 5 560 to account for the use of

variation 516 twice or to account for the placement of variation 516 near the end of the work.

[0059] Referring to the variations presented in Fig. 5, it should be noted that various

embodiments of the invention may employ smart buffering which refers to methods for

loading segments for, e.g., an interactive video, such that all possible segments that may be

chosen by a user are loaded by system 100, client device, encoder (as will be discussed in

greater detail below), etc. That is, such segments may be loaded or may begin being loaded

prior to any applicable connection/attachment point to insure that a next or subsequent

segment is ready for play/presentation. As there may be many possible segments that a user

may choose, user path can be predicted, such that any segments that the user cannot reach by

virtue of, e.g., choices/segments already chosen, are ignored. For example and referring to

Fig. 5, variations 510, 512, 514, and 516 are possible choices for segment 2 508 if a user



chooses variation 504 for segment 1 502. However, variation 518 is not a possible choice for

segment 2 508 if variation 504 is chosen. Hence, variation 518 may be ignored. Additionally,

after each new option/choice is made by a user, the part of a decision point/option tree or

matrix that was loaded may be "trimmed" and hidden from the user. . It should be noted that

trimming as described herein may refer to completely ignoring a segment and/or preventing

the loading thereof, even if the particular segment may already be in the process of being

loaded.

[0060] In some embodiments, a user may be presented with a selection of variations for one

or more segments, and may choose a first variation that is to be played or assembled. At a

certain point during the segment or after the segment ends, the user may select a variation for

the second segment as part of a new version of the recording that the user is creating. A

processor may identify one or more segments that closely fit the user's selection and that

match or are musically compatible with the then just-ended segment. The processor may

assemble the selected or closely fitting segment after the then just-ended segment. This

process may be repeated until some or all of the segments of the recording have been

selected in the user's new version. As part of the selection process, the processor may match

musical characteristics of one or more previously selected segments to the possible segments

that may be selected by the user in subsequent segments. Such assistance by the processor

may increase the musical quality of the assembled segments. In some embodiments, a user

may be presented with the relative quality of the match between assembled segments or

variations that are presented for possible assembly. For example, a processor may compare

any or all of rhythm, pitch, timing or other characteristics of variations and indicate to a user

which of the variations includes characteristics that would match the segments already

assembled.

[0061] In some embodiments, a user may select a variation to be inserted in a segment

even after the pre-defined insertion point has passed in the playing of the song 2. In such

case, the variation to be inserted may be stored and played in the point designated for

insertion in a next playing of the composition. In some embodiments, a selection variation

may be associated with one or more next variations from which a user may select to follow

the selected variation.

[0062] In some embodiments, a system may randomly select variations for insertion into

some or all of the segments.



[0063] In some embodiments, segment 1 502, may not be the start of a song, video, work or

recording, but may represent the first spot or space in a recorded work that is available for

insertion by a user of a selected variation. For example, a user may be presented with a first

stanza of Mary Had a Little Lamb, where such first stanza includes the usual lyrics. The user

may be presented with several variations of a first segment, that is actually the second stanza

of the work, where such variations include different music, lyrics, tempo, etc. Similarly, the

user may be presented with multiple variations of a third stanza from which to choose.

Finally, the system may insert a final stanza without giving the user a choice of variations

from which to choose.

[0064] In another embodiment, a system may present to a user a recording of Happy

Birthday, and may designate a start point for a segment that starts with the end of "Happy

Birthday dear". A user may be presented with an assortment of recordings of names from

which may be selected a recording of a sung name that will be inserted into the segment. The

end of the inserted segment may be the end of the recorded name, and the recorded work may

continue with "Happy Birthday to you". The newly created work may include the recorded

first part, the selected segment, and the recorded ending.

[0065] In some embodiments, the assembled variation, or signals associated with the

assembled variations may be stored. The assembled variations in the form of a newly created

work may be played, stored or distributed. In some embodiments, the assembled segments

may constitute a newly created musical composition.

[0066] Reference is made to Fig. 6, a flow chart of a method in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. In block 600, there may be designated a segmentation break at

a pre-defined point in each of several versions of a composition. In block 602, an instruction

may be accepted from, for example a user, to alter at the segmentation break, an output of a

first segment of the first version, and to continue from the segmentation point an output of a

segment of the second version.

[0067] Reference is made to Fig. 7, a flow chart of a method in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. In block 700, there may be presented to a user an indication of

a first segment for several versions of a work, where each of such first segments has a same

predefined start point. In block 702, there may be accepted from a user by for example a

processor a selection of a first segment from among the several first segments that were

presented from the versions. In block 704, there may be presented to for example a user



several versions of a next or subsequent segment for one or more of the versions that were

presented for the first segment. In block 706, there may be accepted from the user a selection

from among the next or subsequent segments that were presented to the user. In block 708,

the selected first segment may be appended, assembled or attached to the second segment at

a predefined point so that a musical quality of the combination of the two segments is

maintained. In block 710 the process of presenting segments of versions, accepting a

selection of a segment and appending the selected segment to the prior segment may be

repeated until an entire duration of the composition is assembled from the segments.

[0068] Reference is made to Fig. 8, a flow chart of a method in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. In block 800, there may be presented to a user an indication of

a pre-defined first segment of several variations of a work. In block 802, a processor may

accept from for example a user a selection of one of the variations of the first segment. In

block 804, the processor may select or identify several variations for inclusion as a second

segment based on the selection that was made by the user for the first segment. For example,

if a selected first segment is from a hip-hop version, the processor may present to the user

various second segments that also have hip-hop sounds from different artists, or may include

portions of different hip-hop songs from the same artist. In some embodiments, the processor

may also present an indication of a relative suitability of the various presented second

segments in light of the selected first segment, where from said first plurality for said first

segment of said work.

[0069] Reference is made to Fig. 9, a flow chart of a method in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. In block 900, a start point and/or an end point for one or more

segments of a work may be defined in a recording of the work. In block 902, an indication of

several variations for one or more of the segments may be presented to a user. In block 904,

a selection may be accepted for a variation from among the presented variations. In block

906, the selected variation may be added, combined or inserted into prior or subsequent

variations to create a new work based on the selected variations.

[0070] In accordance with yet another embodiment of the invention, seamless assembly of

video/audio segments is provided. To achieve such seamless assembly during

streaming/online progressive download of media and/or during an interactive media, e.g.,

video presentation in real-time, a second segment is downloaded to a client, such as a user's

personal computer or other computing device, during the presentation of a first segment. It



should be noted that more than one segment may be downloaded in parallel. The first

segment is then attached to the beginning of the second segment, where no jitter or gap

results with the transition point either in the video or audio portion of the segments. Hence,

the merged segments are presented as a seamless assembly of video/audio segments, where

the user is "unaware" that the merged segments are the result of two separate or different

segments.

[0071] A video format such as the Flash video format "FLV" may contain several media

streams, e.g., a video stream, an audio stream, and script (i.e., cue points). Native FLV files

use the MP3 audio encoding format for their audio streams. However, MP3 encoded files

contain at least several milliseconds of "silence" at the beginning of each file. Hence, the

FLV format cannot provide seamless assembly of multimedia content. Therefore, and in

accordance with embodiments of the invention, the audio stream in the original FLV file is

replaced with audio encoded in the Ogg Vorbis format, resulting in a new gapless file format

hereinafter referred to as an "FOV" format, where the audio may be seamlessly interleaved

and assembled.

[0072] It should be noted that the media formats described herein are merely exemplary,

and that other media formats may be utilized and/or altered in accordance with embodiments

of the invention to achieve similar seamless assembly of content. For example, the F4V

format (based on the ISO base media file format) may be similarly altered in accordance with

embodiments of the invention to provide seamless assembly of multimedia content.

Additionally, formats other than Ogg Vorbis that may allow for audio to be seamlessly

interleaved/assembled can also be utilized.

[0073] Referring to Fig. 10, a representation of the FLV file alteration utilizing an encoder

is shown. An FLV video stream 1000 and an audio stream 1002 are input into an encoder

1004. The encoder, as described in greater detail below, alters the original FLV video stream

1000 to output a gapless FOV video stream 1006. The encoder 1004 may be hardware,

software, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the encoder 1004 may be implemented at,

e.g., a content provider server, content source, or the like to provide the FOV video

stream/file to a multimedia player.

[0074] Fig. 11 illustrates a player 100 that may be used by a user at, e.g., a client device,

such as the user's computer or other computing device for rendering a gapless FOV

multimedia file. The player 1100 may be implemented as, e.g., a standalone application,



having multiple functions, such as a playback function 1102, where the different video

segments may be merged into a single video/audio stream, as well as a branching engine

1104 utilized to connecting user choices to appropriate video segments in real-time as

discussed above. The player 1100 further may include a smart streaming manager 1106 for

handling the intelligent pre-loading and runtime buffering and trimming, as well as a

configuration manager 1108. The player 1100 also includes a decoder 1112, that is again,

executable, for example on a client computer/machine, that decodes an incoming FOV

stream 1110 to separate the video and audio streams and outputs them in a synchronized

manner as an on screen video 114. It should be noted that more or less features/elements

can be included or excluded from the player 100. For example, and as indicated above, a

user may be given the ability to, e.g., pause, rewind, forward, etc., through a rendered file,

such as the on screen video/interactive media.

[0075] Referring back to the encoder 1004, encoding of a gapless video stream in

accordance with embodiments of the invention involves synchronized multiplexing of a

video file with a new audio file and script tags. A standard FLV file container includes video

tags (i.e., a complete video presentation divided into tags), audio tags (i.e., a complete audio

presentation divided into tags), and script tags. Script tags are configured to hold the video

metadata, i.e., scripts that connect with the player 1100 to effectuate proper presentation of

the video.

[0076] Fig. 12 illustrates the file structure of exemplary FLV files representative of the

aforementioned video segments. FLV file 1200 includes video tags and script tags, without

audio tags, in addition to a header file/portion. FLV file 1202 includes video tags, script tags,

a header, and the conventional audio tags, each associated with their respective video and

script tags. For example, a segment may be a video segment lasting, e.g., 10-30 seconds,

while a tag lasts on the order of milliseconds (depending on the video frame rate), although

segments and tags may be configured to last any desired period of time suitable for the

purposes of the desired content presentation. It should be further noted that the tags are part of

streamed data rather than "separate" files in and of themselves. Hence, connecting two audio

tags, for example, is akin to joining two parts of an audio file, rather than connecting two

separate playable audio files.

[0077] To create a gapless FOV file with the encoder, an FLV file without audio/audio tags

is utilized. The file structure of the FLV file is analyzed by reading the file header, video



tags, and metadata to determine how to divide the associated audio stream into synchronized

gapless audio tags that can be properly synchronized with the video stream (specifically,

video timestamps).

[0078] Fig. 13a illustrates a complete audio stream (e.g., the audio of a video segment)

divided into 3 audio tags, 1300, 1302, and 1304. It should be noted that the audio stream

structure illustrated in Fig. 13a, though not shown, may also include certain headers and

small script tags of its own. Figure 13b illustrates the file structure of an FOV file 1 10

representative of a video segment, where the synchronized audio tags 1300, 1302, and 1304

have been interleaved into a timeline with the standard FLV video and script tags, effectively

multiplexing the FLV and Ogg Vorbis files. Hereafter, different video segments may be

combined as described above, where the combined video segments experience no gap or

jitter between the transition from one video segment to another. It should be noted that the

order of the video tags, synchronized gapless audio tags, and script tags is not necessarily

constant as illustrated in the exemplary FOV file 1310. That is, the various tags can be

encoded in any order so long as the appropriate streaming for all of the tag types is

maintained.

[0079] In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, the encoder creates an

FOV file for each video segment that is/may be presented or played. Each of the FOV files

has a file header and tags as illustrated in, e.g., Fig. 13b. Additionally and as also described

above, complete gapless audio, e.g., the Ogg Vorbis-encoded audio associated with the video,

is divided into synchronized gapless audio tags that can be synchronized with video

timestamps such that if an FOV file is stopped/cut at any point within its file structure, both

the audio and video streams will reach the same or at least approximately the same point on

the playback/presentation timeline.

[0080] To playback/present an encoded FOV file, a decoder, such as decoder 1112

described above, is utilized to translate the FOV formatted file into playable video and audio

streams. It should be noted that a standard, e.g., Flash, player, will not be able to

playback/present the FOV file as the multiplexing performed to create the FOV file makes it

incompatible with players without the use of the decoder. The decoder in accordance with

embodiments of the invention synchronizes the video and audio streams received to play

seamless and sequential video segments. As illustrated in Fig. 14, the video stream 1400,

with its component video tags Videol tag, Video2 tag, Video3 tag, etc. is synchronized with



their respective audio tags, Audio 1 tag, Audio2 tag, Audio3 tag, etc.

[0081] Fig. 15 is representative of an exemplary flow diagram illustrating the playback of

sequential video segments. At step 1500, a first segment is loaded. At step 1502 a second

segment is loaded while the first segment is played at step 1504. At step 1506, a third segment

is loaded while the second segment is being played at step 1508. At step 1510, a fourth

segment may be loaded while at step 1512, the third segment is played. That is, subsequent

segments may be loaded in parallel/at least partly in conjunction with the playback of

previous segments. As also shown, seamless attachments 1520 and 1522 are made between

the various segments upon playback by virtue of the FOV file structure and synchronized

gapless audio tags utilized therein to effectuate continuous playback.

[0082] Fig. 16 is an exemplary flow diagram illustrating the playback of video segments in

the context of an interactive video as described previously and in accordance with some

embodiments of the invention. At step 1600, a first video segment may be loaded. At step

1602, the decoder starts streaming the loaded first video segment, and at step 1604, the first

video segment is played. At steps 1606 and 1608, alternate second video segments are

loaded, such that a user may choose at step 1610, which of the alternate second video

segments is to be sequentially played after the first video segment. Upon a choice to play

either of the second video segments, the decoder removes the FOV file header of the chosen

second video segment and attaches this video segment to the first video segment seamlessly.

Additionally, the decoder changes headers of the actual tags (e.g., video and audio tags), so

that the tags will "appear" at the correct time in the video timeline, and the player layer

(which plays the video stream) will see two video segments as a single stream. At step 1614,

this second video segment is played without any jitter/gap as would conventionally be

experienced. At steps 1616, 1618, 1620, and 1622, alternate third video segments are loaded.

As before, at step 1624, one of the alternate third video segments is chosen for playback and

at step 1 28, the decoder removes the FOV file header of the chosen third video segment and

seamlessly connected to the second video segment being streamed. At step 1628, the third

video segment may be played. As described above, the seamlessly assembled video segments

may, in addition to being played, be rewound through, forwarded through, paused, etc.

[0083] In accordance with yet another embodiment, seamless assembly of video/audio

segments as previously described may also be implemented in the context of wireless

devices, such as cellular telephones, mobile tablet PCs, etc., for example, utilizing the



Apple®/Cisco® iOS® platform/software. However and in contrast to the seamless assembly

described above, which may occur during progressive media download, files may be

downloaded completely prior to real-time decoding.

[0084] Various embodiments are described herein with reference to drawings. These

drawings illustrate certain details of specific embodiments that implement the systems and

methods and programs of the present invention. However, describing the invention with

drawings should not be construed as imposing on the invention any limitations that may be

present in the drawings. Various embodiments contemplate methods, systems and program

products on any machine-readable media for accomplishing its operations. The embodiments

of the present invention may be implemented using an existing computer processor, or by a

special purpose computer processor incorporated for this or another purpose or by a

hardwired system.

[0085] As noted above, various embodiments include computer program products

embodied or encoded on, e.g., a non-transitory computer/machine-readable media (e.g.,

memory) for carrying or having machine-executable instructions or data structures stored

thereon. Such computer/machine-readable media can be any available media which can be

accessed by a general purpose or special purpose computer, server, or other machine with a

processor or controller. By way of example, such computer/machine-readable media can

comprise RAM, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage,

magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium which can be

used to carry or store desired program code in the form of machine-executable instructions or

data structures. When information is transferred or provided over a network or another

communications connection (either hardwired, wireless, or a combination of hardwired or

wireless) to a machine, the machine properly views the connection as, e.g., a transitory

computer/machine-readable medium. Combinations of the above are also included within the

scope of computer/machine-readable media. Machine-executable instructions comprise, for

example, instructions and data which cause a general purpose computer, special purpose

computer, or special purpose processing machines to perform a certain function or group of

functions.

[0086] Various embodiments are also described in the general context of method processes

which may be implemented i one embodiment by a program product including machine-

executable instructions, such as program code, for example in the form of program modules



executed by machines in networked environments. Generally, program modules include

routines, programs, objects, components, data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or

implement particular abstract data types. Machine-executable instructions, associated data

structures, and program modules represent examples of program code for executing processes

of the methods disclosed herein. The particular sequence of such executable instructions or

associated data structures represent examples of corresponding acts for implementing the

functions described in such processes and it is understood that the order of these processes

may differ from what is depicted. Also, two or more processes may be performed

concurrently or with partial concurrence. Such variation will depend on the software and

hardware systems chosen and on designer choice. It is understood that all such variations are

within the scope of the invention. Likewise, software and web implementations of the

present invention could be accomplished with standard programming techniques with rule

based logic and other logic to accomplish the various database searching processes,

correlation processes, comparison processes and decision processes. It should also be noted

that the words "component" and "module" as used herein and/or in the claims is intended to

encompass implementations using one or more lines of software code, and/or hardware

implementations, and/or equipment for receiving manual inputs.

[0087] Various embodiments may be practiced in a networked environment using logical

connections to one or more remote computers having processors. Logical connections may

include a local area network (LAN) and a wide area network (WAN) that are presented here

by way of example and not limitation. Such networking environments are commonplace in

office-wide or enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets and the Internet and may use a

wide variety of different communication protocols. Those skilled in the art will appreciate

that such network computing environments will typically encompass many types of

computer system configurations, including personal computers, hand-held devices, multi¬

processor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, network

PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the like. Embodiments of the present

application may also be practiced in distributed computing environments where tasks are

performed by local and remote processing devices that are linked (either by hardwired links,

wireless links, or by a combination of hardwired or wireless links) through a communications

network. In a distributed computing environment, program modules may be located in both

local and remote memory storage devices.



[0088] The foregoing description of embodiments of the invention has been presented for

purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the

invention to the precise form disclosed. The embodiments were chosen and described in order

to explain the principals of the invention and its practical application to enable one skilled in

the art to utilize the invention in various embodiments and with various modifications as are

suited to the particular use contemplated. Other substitutions, modifications, changes and

omissions may be made in the design, operating conditions and arrangements of the

preferred and other exemplary embodiments without departing from the spirit of the present

invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for seamless media assembly, comprising:

an encoder configured to create first and second gapless media files by

interleaving first and second pluralities of gapless audio segments representative of first and

second audio streams with first and second video segments, respectively; and

a decoder configured to, upon receipt of the first and second gapless media

files: synchronize the first and second audio streams with the first and second video

segments, respectively; and

assemble the first and second gapless media files as a seamlessly

continuous media stream for playback.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the first and second audio streams are encoded

in an Ogg Vorbis format.

3. The system of claim , wherein the first and second video segments are

encoded in a Flash video format.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the first and second video segments comprise

video tags and script tags.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the decoder is further configured to remove

respective headers from the first and second gapless media files prior to assembly of the first

and second gapless media files.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the decoder is further configured to alter

respective headers of the first and second pluralities of gapless audio segments prior to

assembly of the first and second gapless media files to effectuate the playback of the first and

second audio streams at appropriate points in time.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the encoder is further configured to create an

alternative second gapless media file by interleaving alternative second pluralities of gapless

audio segments representative of an alternative second audio stream, with an alternative

second video segment.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein upon a decision to utilize the alternative

second gapless media file instead of the second gapless media file, the decoder is further

configured to:

synchronize the alternative second audio stream with the alternative second



video segment; and

assemble the first and alternative second gapless media files as a seamlessly

continuous media stream for playback.

9. The system of claim , wherein the encoder is further configured to, prior to

creating the first and second gapless media files, analyze the first and second audio streams

to determine proper division points resulting in the first and second pluralities of gapless

audio segments such that the first and second pluralities of gapless audio segments will be

synchronized with first and second pluralities of video tags comprising the first and second

video segments.

10. The system of claim , wherein the seamless media assembly is performed

during one of a progressive download or subsequent to a complete download of the first and

second gapless media files at a mobile device, and wherein the decoder operates in real-time.

11. A computer-implemented encoding method, comprising:

analyzing, at an encoding device, first and second audio streams to determine

proper division points resulting in first and second pluralities of gapless audio segments; and

creating, with the encoding device, first and second gapless media files for

seamless assembly by interleaving the first and second pluralities of gapless audio segments

representative of the first and second audio streams, with first and second video segments,

respectively.

12. The computer-implemented encoding method of claim 11, wherein the first

and second audio streams are encoded in an Ogg Vorbis format.

13. The computer-implemented encoding method of claim 11, wherein the first

and second video segments are encoded in a Flash video format.

14. The computer-implemented encoding method of claim 11, wherein the first

and second video segments comprise video tags and script tags.

15. The computer-implemented encoding method of claim 11 further comprising,

creating an alternative second gapless media file for seamless assembly with the first gapless

media file by interleaving alternative second pluralities of gapless audio segments

representative of an alternative second audio stream, with an alternative second video

segment.

16. The computer-implemented encoding method of claim 15, wherein upon a

decision to utilize the alternative second gapless media file instead of the second gapless



media file, the decoder is further configured to:

synchronize the alternative second audio stream with the alternative second

video segment; and

assemble the first and alternative second gapless media files as a seamlessly

continuous media stream for playback.

17. A computer-implemented decoding method, comprising:

upon receipt of first and second gapless media files at a decoding device,

synchronizing first and second audio streams with first and second video segments,

respectively, wherein the first and second gapless media files include first and second

pluralities of gapless audio segments representative of the first and second audio streams;

and

assembling the first and second gapless media files as a seamlessly continuous

media stream for playback.

18. The computer-implemented decoding method of claim 17, wherein the first

and second audio streams are encoded in an Ogg Vorbis format.

19. The computer-implemented decoding method of claim 17, wherein the first

and second video segments are encoded in a Flash video format.

20. The computer-implemented decoding method of claim 17, wherein the first

and second video segments comprise video tags and script tags.

21. The computer-implemented decoding method of claim 17 further comprising,

upon receipt of an alternative second gapless media file instead of the second gapless media

file, synchronizing the alternative second audio stream with the alternative second video

segment; and

assembling, at the decoding device, the first and alternative second gapless

media files as a seamlessly continuous media stream for playback.

22. The computer-implemented decoding method of claim 17, wherein the

synchronizing of the first and second audio streams and the assembling of the first and

second gapless media files occurs during one of a progressive download or in real-time

subsequent to a complete download of the first and second gapless media files at a mobile

device.
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